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Alright everyone!!! It is time for a contest!! Lots of prizes!

We are going to have a triathlon here at Heromorph. Sign up now and be considered one of the Cool
kids!!!

below are the following categories. you can enter in one category or all three. You must enter in all
three to win the grand prize!!

a) 2D category
Photomanips, drawings, and paintings; rendered either by hand or digitally.

b) 3D category
Sculpture, cosplay photos, staging and photographing toy action heroes and digital 3D.

c) Text category
Fan fiction short story.

Each category would have an individual prize for the winner. As well as prizes for the runners up. A
grand prize going to the winner of the triathlon as a whole.

category Prizes range among; Gold memberships, HM merchandise from our new download central,
superhero movies available on dvd (a list will be provided once the contest is over depending on
availability at time the contest winners have been chosen. and or a commission from one of our
standard commission artists 

The Grand Prize: A professional digital piece of art created to your specifications. You can choose
from one of the following artist. Android, JrMcDeath, ChillyPlasma, PeterCotton, DarkBlade,
Biohaz_Daddy, or Winterhawk

The Rules! 

Entries must have the following:

1) Have Heromorph merchandise inconspicuously ?placed? within the artwork like logos are in
Hollywood movies: She-Hulk looking hot in a ripped HM tee, Wolverine in a HM baseball cap, a HM
billboard in the background?

2) It has to be new artwork or stories. no rehashing old stuff with minor modifications. 

3)Only one of the two images can be a pin-up. If you do a pin-up for 3d, you then must do a scene in
the 2d category, and vise versa. if you are entering in multiple categories
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4) the story has to relate to one of the pictures if you are entering in all three categories.

Optional: We would also love to see any of the `Heromorph Brand`characters in the images as well.

Judging:
A panel of Mods and Heralds as well as a A secret Judge that is not a moderator or Herald and
winners will be determined on a points basis. 
The most points win. 
You get points based on quality, following the conditions above, as well as creativity. 

on your marks get set go!!!!!

please post a message here with a link to the work you want to enter into this contest.

Contest ends april 15, 2008
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